CHINA INCIDENT
Nevertheless, I immediately asked for an interview with the Prime
Minister on the ground that I desired to communicate to him a
message from the President of the United States. Of course Prince
Konoye could not refuse, and I was thus able to lay before him as
Prime Minister, without going over the head of any Foreign Minister
the whole situation that confronts us in China, of which he very
likely had little comprehension. At first they said that the Prime
Minister didn't have a moment free all day, but I insisted and finally
got a half-hour between i and 1.30, just before he went to see the
Emperor on another matter, which was all to the good. In order
to avoid any publicity they sent me the Prime Minister's own car
with an ordinary licence plate, and I was taken in through the garden
of the residence and up the private stairs at the back of the house
to his office.
Prince Konoye listened to my full oral representations, which I
said would be embodied in a note to be delivered shortly to the
Foreign Office, and as usual I left an informal record of my remarks
for the sake of accuracy. At the end of these representations Prince
Konoye said that he was honoured by the message from the President.
He said that in spite of the change of Foreign Ministers there would
be no change in Japan's policy towards affairs in China or towards
other nations, and that the assurances already given us concerning
the Open Door and equal opportunity in China would be steadfastly
maintained. (Strange that a month later, on November 3, he did
adopt a new policy and went back on all his assurances. So much
for international commitments.)
The Prime Minister said that the military situation in China
might cause delay in meeting all of our desiderata, but he gave explicit
assurances that this delay would be but temporary. He said that
he wished and intended to continue to do everything in his power
to improve relations between Japan and the United States as he
had in the past, and that he highly valued these relations. He also
observed that he was not familiar with many of the points which
I had raised (of course not) but that he would study them. I learned
later that after my talk with him, Prince Konoye had called on the
Foreign Office for a report on each of the points and issues which I
had raised.
In my report to the Department I said that the Department's
telegram had come at a very favourable moment, and explained
why. It was something of a jolt when three days later another
" rush " telegram came from the Department saying that the President
had sent no message whatever. The Department assumed, however,
that its telegram had been received in garbled form, that it would
naturally not wish to impair any advantages which had resulted,
that the matter had been laid before the President and that he had
ratified the use which I had made of his name. I hate to think of
my position if he hadn't ratified it. But I think that the President
may have had a merry little twinkle in his eye when he heard the

